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Theme Sharing
Feast of The Most Holy Trinity
Fullness of love
A popular expression tells us that “Two is
company, three is a crowd”. But the gospel
would have it otherwise, for there, the figure
three symbolises completeness and perfect
symmetry, and re-appears at all the key
moments of the story of our Lord. His life
itself constantly reflected the Trinity. Three
figures make up the nativity scene in
Bethlehem – the Holy Family of Jesus, Mary
and Joseph. Their first visitors were the
three wise men. Later, in the desert
preparing to begin his public life, Jesus was
tempted three times by the devil. A good
story should have a beginning, a middle and
an end. Christ was a storyteller par
excellence and three figures stood out
prominently in his parables. The Prodigal
Son is about a father and his two sons; the
Good Samaritan tells of the behaviour of
three passers-by, the priest, the Levite and
the Samaritan; the sower sowed his seed in
three different types of terrain, yielding three
different levels of harvest. The end of his life,
as the beginning, has again the three motif.
During his Passion, Peter denied him thrice.
On the road to Calvary, he fell three times.
The crucifixion scene has three figures,
Christ between two thieves. Before his
resurrection, he spent three days in the
tomb.
God is love, as St John so powerfully stated.
And in God there are Three Persons, the
loving Trinity, the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. Together they represent the
fullness of love. The Father loves the Son,
the Son loves the Father. The Holy Spirit is
their love for each other. We are made in the
image of a triune God. God the Father, who
created us, his Son who saved us, and the
Holy Spirit who continues to guide us. Our
lives should reflect the Trinity. We should be
always creative like the Father,
compassionate like his Son, and dispose our
talents in the service of others like the Holy
Spirit.

Diocese & Other News
Consecration of Canada to the
Immaculate Heart of the Blessed
Virgin Mary
As part of the celebrations marking its 150th
anniversary, the Confederation of the
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Bishops of Canada will be consecrating our
country to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
Bishop McGrattan will consecrate the
Diocese of Calgary on 1 July, 2017. All are
invited to St. Mary’s Cathedral at 10am for a
service of Adoration, Scripture, rosary, and
the consecration followed by a BBQ. The
regular daily Mass at St. Mary’s remains at 9
am followed by exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament. For more information contact the
parish office at 403-228-4170.

Celebrating World Day of Migrants
and Refugees
The Church has been celebrating World Day
of Migrants and Refugees since 1914. This
year, join us on June 29, the Feast of Saints
Peter and Paul, for a special Mass to
celebrate World Day of Migrants. This is an
opportunity for the faith community to reflect
upon the role migration has played in our
history and tradition, pray for migrants and
refugees around the world, and raise
awareness about the causes, challenges,
and opportunities involved with migration.
Join Bishop William McGrattan on June 29,
7:00 p.m. at St. Mary’s Cathedral to
celebrate World Day of Migrants and live the
words of Pope Benedict: “The Church is
God’s family on earth” [Deus Caritas Est].
For more information, contact Marilou at
403-218-5519.

Fireside Prayer at the FCJ Christian
Life Centre, Calgary

Fireside Prayer with Sisters of the Diocese,
8 - 9:30 pm, Fri., June 23 and Fri., July 28.
An opportunity for young, single women
interested in meeting religious to share
prayer as well as to have fun
roasting marshmallows. On grounds of FCJ
Christian Life Centre, 219-19 Avenue SW.
For more information call 403-228-3623.

Sacred Heart of Jesus
The Sacred Heart of Jesus
Solemnity- June 23
Since June is the month dedicated in honour
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, our parish
encourages parishioners to pray the Litany
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus every day.
Parishioners can pick up the Litany of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus pamphlet at the
Church main and side entrances.
In 1899 Pope Leo XIII approved this Litany
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus for public use.
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This litany is actually a synthesis of several
other litanies dating back to the 17th century.
Father Croiset composed a litany in 1691
from which 17 invocations were used by
Venerable Anne Madeleine Remuzat when
she composed her litany in 1718 at Marseille.
She joined an additional 10 invocations to
those of Father Croiset, for a total of 27
invocations. Six more invocations written by
Sister Madeleine Joly of Dijon in 1686 were
added by the Sacred Congregation for Rites
when it was approved for public use in 1899.
This makes a total of 33 invocations, one for
each year of life of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Devotion to the Sacred Heart was also an
essential component of Pope John Paul II's
hopes for the "new evangelization" called for
by the Church.
"For evangelization today," he said, "the
Heart of Christ must be recognized as the
heart of the Church: It is He who calls us to
conversion, to reconciliation. It is He who
leads pure hearts and those hungering for
justice along the way of the Beatitudes. It is
He who achieves the warm communion of
the members of the one Body. It is He who
enables us to adhere to the Good News and
to accept the promise of eternal life. It is He
who sends us out on mission. The
heart-to-heart with Jesus broadens the
human heart on a global scale."
Twelve Promises of Jesus to Saint Margaret
Mary
In the apparitions to St. Margaret Mary
Alacoque, Jesus had given these twelve
promises for those who are devoted to His
Sacred Heart.
1. I will give them all the graces necessary
for their state of life.
2. I will establish peace in their families.
3. I will console them in all their troubles.
4. They shall find in My Heart an assured
refuge during life and especially at the
hour of their death.
5. I will pour abundant blessings on all
their undertakings.
6. Sinners shall find in My Heart the
source of an infinite ocean of mercy.
7. Tepid souls shall become fervent.
8. Fervent souls shall speedily rise to
great perfection.
9. I will bless the homes where an image
of My Heart shall be exposed and
honored.
10. I will give to priests the power of
touching the most hardened hearts.
11. Those who propagate this devotion
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shall have their names written in My
Heart, never to be effaced.
12. The all-powerful love of My Heart will
grant to all those who shall receive
Communion on the First Friday of nine
consecutive months the grace of final
repentance; they shall not die under
my displeasure, nor without receiving
their Sacraments; My heart shall be
their assured refuge at that last hour.

Parish Activities

OLPH Summer Mass schedule
Mass schedule in July and August will be
revised as follows:
Saturday : 5:00pm ( in Mandarin)
Sunday: 9:30 am (in English)
11:00 am (in Cantonese)
Tuesday ( 7:00 pm) English Mass will be
suspended
Normal Mass schedule will be resumed from
September 3.

Summer Bulletin Break

The last bulletin before summer will be on
June 25. The bulletin will be resumed in the
week of September 3.

TIA Fundarising
Pastoral Care would like to thank all
parishioners for their support in our Rice
Dumpling, Taro Sales and Breakfast Corner.
We collected a total of $2,538.96 in
Dumpling and Taro sales, and $520.45 from
Breakfast Corner.
Thanks again for your support!

Together in Action 2017
The theme this year is:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they will obtain
MERCY.” (Matthew 5:7)”
Our parish’s target is $22,607 as designated
by the Diocese. As of April 17, our campaign
has received a total of $6,600. Let’s give
sacrificially, act out our faith, and join
Together in Action

Weekly Activities
Wed, Fri June 14, 16
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
Fri June 16
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
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Sat June 17
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 9:45 a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church
Tai Chi Lesson
Time: 10:00 a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Yoga beginner class
Time: 11:30 a.m. - 12:45p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
R. C.I.A (Mandarin)
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Place: K of C Room
Young Adults choir practice
Time: 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Lower Hall
Sun June 18
St. Angela School & Sunday School
First Holy Communion & First
Reconciliation
Time: 10:00 a.m. Mass
Parish TIA and Father's Day BBQ
Picnic
Time: 9:30 a.m.-3:00pm
Place: Bowness Park (8900 - 48 Ave,
N.W.).

Let There Be Light
Rules For Life

When you were born, you didn't come with
an owner's manual; these guidelines make
life work better.
1. You will receive a body. You may like it or
hate it, but it's the only thing you are sure to
keep for the rest of your life.
2. You will learn lessons. You are enrolled in
a full-time informal school called "Life on
Planet Earth". Every person or incident is the
Universal Teacher.
3. There are no mistakes, only lessons.
Growth is a process of experimentation.
"Failures" are as much a part of the process
as "success."
4. A lesson is repeated until learned. It is
presented to you in various forms until you
learn it: then you can go on to the next
lesson.
5. If you don't learn easy lessons, they get
harder. External problems are a precise
reflection of your internal state. When you
clear inner obstructions, your outside world
changes. Pain is how the universe gets your
attention.
6. You will know you've learned a lesson
when your actions change. Wisdom is
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practice. A little of something is better than a
lot of nothing.
7. "There" is no better than "here". When
your "there" becomes a "here" you will
simply obtain another "there" that again
looks better than "here."
8. Others are only mirrors of you. You cannot
love or hate something about another unless
it reflects something you love or hate in
yourself.
9. Your life is up to you. Life provides the
canvas; you do the painting. Take charge of
your life, or someone else will.
10. You always get what you want. Your
subconscious rightfully determines what
energies, experiences, and people you
attract; therefore, the only foolproof way to
know what you want is to see what you have.
There are no victims, only students.
11. There is no right or wrong, but there are
consequences. Moralizing doesn't help.
Judgments only hold the patterns in place.
Just do your best.
12. Your answers lie inside you. Children
need guidance from others; as we mature,
we trust our hearts, where the Laws of Spirit
are written. You know more than you have
heard or read or been told. All you need to
do is to look, listen, and trust.
13. You will forget all this.
14. You can remember any time you wish.

Faith Sharing Stories
A Baseball Game
“How many of you would like to go to a
baseball game with me?” said the
enthusiastic parish priest to a bunch of teens.
“I have twenty tickets to a Red Sox game
tomorrow afternoon” – (Cubs fans will tell
you that free tickets for Sox games are easy
to find). About twenty five kids, even some
girl kids, put up their hands. “Well,” said the
priest, “we can’t take everyone.” He almost
said girls can’t come because they don’t
understand baseball. But his guardian angel
intervened and shut his mouth. “Instead” he
said, “I tell you what, how many of you are
Cubs fans?” More than half the kids put up
their hands, some would say because they
had excellent taste, others would say
because of genetic programming. “Cubs
fans can’t go,” the priest said (thinking he
had a way out). “Sorry.” Nine hard core Sox
fans approached him with their hands out.
He still had eleven tickets. “I’ll tell you what,”
he said, “how many of you Cub fans want to
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convert and be Sox fans for this afternoon
only?” Well, you know what Cub fans are like?
So the priest went to the game with the nine
hardcore Sox fans. That night when he
explained what happened, the wise old
monsignor said, “You might have flipped a
coin.” “You know, I never thought of that”
said the young priest. “It’s hardly right to ask
people to convert to the other team for an
afternoon.” Alas, how often we have used
methods like that against those who are not
Catholic, even against those who marry into
our families.

Read More Know More
Courageous in our weakness

Temptation, curiosity, fear, and finally, grace,
are four situations that can occur when you
are faced with a difficulty, said the Pope in
his homily.
The Holy Father reflect on the four possible
attitudes with which one may deal with
difficult situations would do us good. The first
attitude is illustrated by the “slowness” of
Lot’s reaction when the angel tells him to
leave the city, before the destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah. He was determined
to leave, but when the time came he was
cautious and “lingered”, even when the
angel had urged him to flee. “It is very hard
to cut ties with a sinful situation. It is hard!...
But the voice of God tells us this word: Flee!
You cannot fight here, because the fire, the
sulfur will kill you. Flee!”. The Pope
emphasized the importance of escaping
from sin without nostalgia, so that we may
“go forward on the path of Jesus”.
The second attitude is also based on the
story of Lot's escape. “The angel”, the Pope
said, “told him: Flee for your life, do not look
back, go forward”. Here we are given the
advice to “overcome the nostalgia for sin”.
The Holy Father also quoted the Exodus of
the People of God in the desert, stressing
that “they had everything, promises of the
Lord, everything”, and yet they continued to
have nostalgia for the “onions of Egypt”,
forgetting that they had eaten them on “the
table of slavery”. The angel's advice, the
Pope said, “is wise: Do not look back! Keep
going!”. We must “leave behind all nostalgia,
because there is also the temptation of
curiosity.... We must flee and not look back,
“for we are all weak and must protect
ourselves”.
The third attitude Pope Francis addressed
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was fear. He referred to the episode of the
Apostles in the boat recounted in Matthew’s
Gospel. When there is a storm at sea, waves
swamp the boat. “Save us, Lord, we are
perishing!” they say. Fear is also a
temptation of the devil: to be afraid to
continue on the Lord’s path. Fear, however,
said the Pope, “is not a good counselor”.
Jesus, he added, “said so many times: “Do
not be afraid’”.
The fourth attitude “is the grace of the Holy
Spirit”. When Jesus calms the sea, the
disciples on the boat are filled with awe.
When “faced with sin, nostalgia, fear”, said
the Pope, we must always “look at the Lord”
and “contemplate the Lord”. We must say:
“Save us Lord, we are perishing”. He
concluded by saying, “yes we are weak, but
we must be courageous in our weakness”.
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ȻɆɀɀγժᘈɁʹɃᗚຳʸg
߃ዻຳʸفณᓦπΗଳūɂ˘ڑං
ոɁgȻʔȾʆγ߃ዻΗ֣Ӱ࠵ɦ
พพفຳਨʓeᅗϋଌຳɦ
ဖ˳Уɥeౘංॵᕦeʻܠഡφকڧ
فຳʸ႕kГޞeᒝʸ෴Ƀʀੳ
φΝ૱ᅁeϦɃڵɼمੳeථࡽ
̜goo߃ዻ፯Ыஊɐณᓦᮠفຳ
ʸʀ܅éԹفūɂုࣨࢡk
1. ɕณᓦҊຳʸفɃeҊ߮ˤࠪ̓
ݢϿɒּბࢡفᕢg
2. Ҋ߮ሎሕˤࠪʹࡾ̣άg
3. Ηˤࠪ܀ᑁᗔъߗࣄeҊ߮άᄳˤ
ࠪg
4. Ҋ߮ΗˤࠪȻ̓ɽeʰԱΗˤࠪᐿ
ࣄ৪ˤࠪفάࢢּg
5. Ҋ߮ΗˤࠪفɰВԓภɒሕʂᔖఔ
ࢡفᕢg
6. ຮɃΗҊʸɽॸࠋʈݘف
g
7. РفɃพᛲλᆇʸفɃg
8. ᆇʸفɃੂ༢ԹѩഃྌفΖg
9. Ҋ߮ࠎိԞժҊຳʸͪفІΖˁʧ
ࡾg
10.Ҋ߮ሕʂृːࠪෲʟʸຮɃف
ࢡᕢg
11.ɕౌ࠰ඪౖณᓦҊຳʸفɃeˤࠪ
فΌੂԵদΗҊʸɽg
12.ɕȻɀ࠱˄eҲ˄࠘ܳ౪ʆࢠზ
ຳفɃeҊ߮ሎሕˤࠪࢧҟഃ
 فɥࢡeɼพύםຮమɽָზɼԹ
ຳԓeҊفʸܲˤࠪ܅άʹف౸
 Ӻּg
ຳʸณᓦˠժᘈၦል˜ݱe
ܲဨ֒ūɂ˘ּف˰ܠgᔆഡზຳ
fᑀϹຳԓfഃ༨ຳʸᓣᓦʧ࠘ᓣ
ᓦʔ೫eҊࠪᄜϹልفະ৽eңܲ
ժᘈϮɱeˠՇࢩ߃ዻຳʸg

ਨݢ
౪˜˂Ꮆᅌ
ȾfɆ˄ʀ˜˂ᎶᅌੂңҟΥɐk
ܳ౪ʔ˜˂ౌګᎶᅌkʆࣄ(ਟႏ)
ܳ౪˂πɒᎶᅌkɀࣄɏūʙ(ߞʾ)
ūȻࣄ (ລႏ)
ܳ౪ɂඣצᎶᅌᅙ০
ɀ˄ɏ˂ංոe˜˂πɒᎶᅌʧܳ౪
ɂඣצᎶᅌੂ๓ˠ֣ࣄᑀϹ

Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
λɃᄰ༠औ ਟႏ 
ʔ˄ɂūʆ˂فਨடফੂ̱ݱ౪
ګ܅Ȼ౪eਨடফੂםɀ˄ɏ˂ ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
Ͷ˲g
ɥੁډγྈᆽຳ
˼۔᎑܈য়΅ኒพ൬γพ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
˼۔᎑܈য়΅ኒพੂםʔ˄ūȾ˂,
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ܳ౪ʔ, ɒʔࣄΗ̹ຳ̶ਨᑀϹ
˼۔᎑܈য়΅ኒพ൬γพ
λ͕ūʆ൬γพg
ࣄkɒ  ࣄ
Ԑᑾᇾ̱พृᘥ҃൜ृː͇࠙ၯ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ᐿ˼͵ ۔ԖᎃgᎃԶҲϿūʆʑg
ܳ౪˂ ˄  ˂
߱Ͽᇾཌྷ൱GEDDF#VKDZFDָߐཌྷ St Angela School ʧ ˜˂ኒٳზ
6LPRQ$OH[
ຳʧٳፔлᎶᅌ

ࣄ ɒʡ  ࣄᎶᅌ

TIA ਨʧːጳຟዘई΅ᅧ˂
 γઢʖफ پ7,$ ະሔᘒ
ࣄπɒŗࣄ  ʙϯɐʡ  ࣄ
ಃ
Ζᒪ%RZQHVV3DUN
رᗒ෴ୄෲᑤɥࡾʽܝҊࠪفਗ၁
$YH1: 
ʧӮᇪفᘒಃgԐෲᑤɥࡾྩπᎃ͜
ݜพفʽܝgҊࠪ͵ᘒ  ʑ
ʧ  ʑgΝᑤɥࡾm

౪ਨடফ

ʸɫۄ
Ȼშᄊٿ



 ઢʖफپeშԠᘈ෴ʸ

Ҋࠪਧ࢘߮ኒ߃ዻȻშᄊٿgˠ
fᄪfffາΊˁࠏ͵΅ڰᎠg
Ȼf
߃ዻܲʪ˜فԭɧgᮠܲfܲ̓՞g
ᮠӂφბ߮ΗִɒৃҳgವϦຳ
лҊࠪe"ʪ˜ࢡفᕢΗᮠӺɒ
"eᮠɫˠːفԓ֪ݱe͋פʪːف
ρeᅧ๓ʪːفρϹgᮠּӸ
ف༑ՙּ৪فԓӂφȻᅜɼܲܚ๓ʪ
˜ּནփف༑ೣ̀Ϲgਧ࢘߮

ف௫ᅧeࠉ߮ܲف෴ʪ˜ם෴Ȼ
ܳ౪ɏfʆ ˄  ˂
ʚgݱʉღφࣄᖇлӂφॸɊlᚻ༠
̹ຳ̶݉স
ӂφՊ༠lᛀຳพ̪ᆟဥlʸ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
ݱІᄱf܌ʪʰɃlࡊΒΗם
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
Ͱ فౣ ɼΣ gּ ˠ߮ ৃҳ ՞ ٿ
ܳ౪ʆ ˄  ˂
൮e߮ၦʪ˜ጳٸgɼ߮ΗѾδɒg
̹ຳ̶ਨ೩߸
ɂfᄪ
ࣄkɒ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
߃ዻܲѩʹृفeɘܲѩʹفɃgᮠ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨʧɐᓦਨ
ۄفᄪѩgВݱɃɧeᮠဠԹВݱ
ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
Ƀɧفஒͪe๓ᚍࡾe෴ᙸѼղe
ຳ̶߸
ѥณː̶gӂφɃ౨൜൛߃ዻּ
 ຳ̶߸ຳ̶ހຳʸʽྈ 
فפɃִفๅܻfɃִفयྤfɃִ
ࣄk ࣄ  ʙ ංพ 
فഃӬfɃִف෴gᄪ႕k"ͪኗɃ
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
ف༠ᄪՙʾʟᘙᙫɼᓀ൮ɐ̀e
ศδʬลऔ
˚༢Թয়ࢍفΖұeɘӂφፔؔ൜
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
൛Ἡိࠓɽּদ༙߃ዻּۄفפ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
࣡g"ਧ࢘߮ࢿؔਧeˠਧݱ࿖
ᴁٳऔ
ᅜe͕ۼѩفਧ࢘Ƀ࣡g
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ ɏf
 γઢ 7,$ ᘒಃ˜فᕂݱk
ᄷᄸ
Ƀ فɃܲ φိ فe Β ݱˤࠪ ߮Չ ᄷ
ᄸgဖᘐိࠓkଳʆȾຟ
̱ ਨּක ᘒඵ فᅗ ͎ ݱઢ ܠփ ف
 ʑe࿂ϯ  ˄  ˂eࢸಃɲ
ዸϯ  ʑg

ݢȻ൬
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߃ዻܲᄭفᎀgᮠ 12 ำΗ߃༑ᅌ
РຳีєΗઢɽeȻࠏᚻȻࠏ
eɕᚻӰᮠفயѶիᮠفᐳפՙᮠ
فᎸྩg߃ዻԇᅜᑠՂeҒϮɱᒽΗ
ኒ̓فϿຬɒgʎʪஊΝɃʀּˠɼ
ॸ൮ұeॢ˞ᄭe܀ɥࡊفΒఙܲ
ɼٝઇՉСɃفӰՙᗰڰgຳ
႕k"ณމʪ˜ܲᄭفංဴe႑ᖭϯ
ຳٓeܲڑᐳפg"(ᆵ 9:10)
̔f
߃ዻВݱɃɧeၦҊࠪȻᅜeӺᄊ
ٿgᮠφ௫ڹ܇ᅧgުܲᮠӂφ̽ຮg
ʎʪҊࠪܲ˜ҒҊࠪຮమɽડᛁΓ
Ԡeڕຒ႕eҊࠪفӺܲຳृࢀف
ีgҒϮɱفӺʙСݱຳeᘈ
ਧgɼ́கྉຮɽʀᅧgφفɃɼ
෴ᙸϮɱفӺeߗ܁Ϯɱgφܲف
כᐥੳᄵgԔயܲɼʪ˜ف௫ᚯg
ʆfາ
߃ዻၦ௫ᅧفɃ΅ᅧeၦفࡘڹɃ΅
ࡘgᮠᎵЧٓe෴ᙸᆱɃgଢɃய
௫෴ᮠgਧ࢘ၦɃՙޜ୰gφ
Ƀ႕kҊࠪު߮নʪ˜ف௫ᚯeɼ߮
নɃف௫ᚯgܲ፡႔فg"࿚˜फɃ
"̔࠱Χف܈ఙܲ߮Ԝʪ˜௫ࢩeɘ
߮ԜɃ௫ࢩgਧ࢘ɼ́୕ᔶଌྤ̓
ݢe߮ΗɃາɽྶʪ˜ف෴g
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்Չ၂װeॸڈಧᅾᏬቖ̜
jऊ˂
ң̨ܲ߮فɫ்߮ඊͰͰفВ
̈́ɹॸٿɥeட༨ऊ˂فᅚࣈɹॸ߀
ᗴఓ
jއϯᇮϷɘ̨ܲ߮فɫ்
༨ၦᇮϷفซʿɹॸᄊਫ਼Ҍठࡽॸف
Ɋ
gּφفȻʚeॸᜓɫ்ӅՇ̓
ٿλᆅɼ́ॢʯفΒɧe௶்ɧʓ
Ηفტgª

فمeɘɼܲРفਧ࢘jҊࠪܲ
ˎᆇfگౚفਧ࢘gᒘವҊࠪܲ
ٓeАҊࠪ߮Ηᒪɽ͒˰گౚg
ҊࠪگفౚᎸଌΗূൢՙɼ
ΓᎀޞɒeˠԜҊࠪɼீɅຮమفञ
ᛠgҊࠪɼ߮ࡽֲeϦ߮ոͫસɒ
˜mª

مΝȻᒪᒪ
Ҋࠪɼ߮ࡽֲe߮ոͫસɒ˜ 

ઢւˁᏞΊΗᎶᅌᑡ༠ɽਫ਼ሃφࣄ࠲
Ҋ̨ࠪකֽ႑Ϯɱܲٓęකɼ
ञᛠfᎀɘɼΓΖূᔶຮమg
ઢւ˰ܠɃΗъྌɽ́ॸܝφု̔ف
ྺۻkʨᎸፘᇇfᔟӺᚍ܅fෲԹࡽ
ֲՙͫસɒ˜gઢւ႕eҊࠪۻྺف
φࣄ࠲ɘพʨᎸፘᇇgҊࠪᗛӸ˰
̀eϦ˚ɘɐɁҼʸe©АܲφܼԔ
ׯϻΗזഡҊࠪ܅فၢªg
ઢւ႕e©ၦຮమ࿃ᗒڊڟᑁ
ᗔeᒽ୕႘భɘลݱɼנgʪ˜فᐲ
ࠓлҊࠪ§҆҆ূ՞m¨ΒόeГ
ʚɼ́ΗόࣄਪחeΒˎݱՙଧᐈੂ
ԜГ௬ɛgຳɦɫᄪ᙮ઢኔҊࠪ႕e
φࣄ࠲ࠏྩܼԔ႘భeਔȻفˁؔڑ
ܲূൢeԐ˚ɼ߮ˠূൢ࢝ݱjҊࠪ
ֽ߮႑Ϯɱܲٓeֽ႑̨කূ
ൢeϦূൢܲݱɁӸɒ߃ዻف༠༑gª
ઢւವ܅ᇻԹଳɂုྺ||ۻᔟӺᚍ
ЃᎹʪ˜فӬߗ̈́ʸm
܅gʪԜлҊࠪ©ɼ߮ޞ܅ªe
ʪ˜ޞԹ்ɧᔖοΗસeڊංʸg
Ⴄ҆ূൢeޞګgܲفܠኟྩ
ȻϿ༝ʫޞԹʪ˜Ɂఙ႕k©ʈف
ຮమفञᛠgҊࠪ߮©ઝૅȻʚञ
ʪ˜e੮́ɼ́ˠʒጽҊفᇾҳeު
ᛠeΒݱΗञᛠɽᑻφΣիف႘భªg
߮Ȼγࣄفeɼ߮φɥࠕڈfऊ˂
ઢւᇻԹଳɏုྺ||ۻෲԹࡽֲg
ɵҢՙϷࡽlªʪ˜႕k©Σeפγ
ˤ႕eု႘భлҊࠪ©Σᑻܲ
ɼဵСɃΥІeȻփΥГּᗛgªଳ
ञɐԠªeञΗφҒ్فΖˁgҊࠪ
ɂγeϿ༝ʫ͆فΖװವ˰ஊΝ
©ࡽֲګ൮eࡽֲɒ˜ੂҊࠪ̀ګ
்ᐎgΒӂͪІӖࠕᅚڈऊ˂ၦϷ
فΖˁªǵܲࡽֲ©ɼܲȻ࠱Σᚍ
ࡽeٿම௫Ƀe்ᐎˊ֣γΝɁȻࠝe
ªg©߃ዻ႕k§Гࠪɼ߮ࡽ
༝ʫጛɼɲg
ֲm¨ࡽֲᏞםԓªg
́೫Թο࠲ࣄفeիֱفԓੳ̓
ઢւ܅ᇻԹଳ̔ုྺͫ||ۻસʪ
Ɂg༝ʫ்فᐎெܲᖃᖃفeӂφ
˜gˤ႕k©ͫસɒ˜e᎘ᜰɒ˜g
ʉღସg༝ʫцഡଣ૭༔ɐԠʪ
ੂҊࠪȻ࠱Υόўفஇe
˜༠k©ܲ܋ღΓԓe੮ܲɼܲ
Ȼ࠱ၦɒ˜Ͷϋޜ༦فஇgࠪ࢘ڀ
ฆ፡Ɂʉღlªʪ˜႕k©Ҋӂฆ፡
Η༦ԹɥࠕࣱࣄͫસɁɒ˜eᎺҳɒ
фeΒݱГ்فɧᑹංɁּφفዳ
˜႕k§˜mડ՞ਏmҊࠪ߮௬ɛ
ᘍeּˠᛲūʙॸgྩםȻସ்
Ɂg¨ʀ܅eˤࠪڑཻɁၦ߃ዻͶ
ɧԠ႕eШɊৠܲɼ́ᑹНفgȻ
ϋޜ༦فஇgઢւ႕eҊࠪɼܲ
Ԕࠕॸࠕف̨߮ܲڈඪᅎ٨॓Ԝɫ

࠵ɫܪԓ
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